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It baa been dear for aome time that the experimea.tal data l"elatiag to 

straage.partlcle decays are suggestively close to the values predicted by 

the AI = i aelectf.b~ rule. 1• l The largest diecrepaocy haa beell between the 

:pre<Uet&ci value of the braoc:hlng ratio 

B a P(K
1 

O • w0 + w0)/(P(K
1 

O - tr
0 + 1r

0 ) + P(Kl O - w + + 1r .. )] • 1/3, 

and the obaerved values B = 0.14 • 0.06 by the Columbia group, 3• 4 and 

~ = 0.06 (one eveot) by the .MIT group. 5• 4 Theae measvemeate a.re baaed 
' l 

(1) 

on the direct observation of electron pairs generated by the ,..o -decay y rays 

in. propane (Columbia bubble chamber) and in lead plates (MIT cl.ola.d chamber). 

Accord.ia.g to the K0 particle-mixture theory of Oell-Mau aoc.t Pals, one 

baa tor the fraction of K1 °, 
(l) 

(This result le expected from CPT iovarian.ce alone; l. e •• CP ioval'iaflce ta 

not needed. 6) Since it 1a known that the 211' moc:lea conetitute practically all the 
0 , 0 1 

ehort ... Uved (K1 ) decays. and tJaat K2 ~ 211 la oegll&lble, Eqs. (1) llUtd (Z) 

caa be combined to predict 

• Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tNow at Ietituto di Jrislca, Universlta di Padova, Padova, Italy. 

§Now at University of California at Loa Aegeles. 
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o + .. I o I IlK • P(K1 - n + lT ) (all K ) = 1 3, 

if the b.I = i rule holds. 

The experimental results (previous to the present experiment) are 

&x = 0.4Z: 0. OS (Columbia propane chamber)3• 4 and~= 0.46 • 0.10 

(Michigan propane chambel' ). 4 These al'e iu poor asreoment (two standard 

deviatiocuo) with the prediction (3), but when combined with Colum.bla's 

(3) 

B/2 = 0. 07 give£ = 0.49 .f: 0.08, tn good agreement with the particle-mixture 

predictioD (l}. II one aaaumes f = f (E~. Z), aad neglecte other than two-pion 
0 ~ 

decay modes of K1 • the Columbia and M~gan propane reaulta for .R.K 

combine to give B • 1 .. l.RK = 0.16 tt: 0.10. This Q.umber can then be combined 

with the iadependent Columbia value, B = 0. 14 • 0.06, to yield 

B (Columbia. Mich. ) = 0.14 d: 0.05. (4) 

Thh is ill atrong dbagreemen.t with the prediction (1), of. the "pure" 

~' • I rule. It la clear however, that K- 2• must also involve aome AI= 3/Z, 

an.d (or) 41 • 5/2. That :La the atate I= Z as well as 1 • 0 must be allowed ia 

+ + 0 the final Zw system. Othe:rwiae K ... 1f + w woulcl be completely forbidden. 

The fact that the K+ ... l.w decay rate is very much inhibited, compared with 

0 8 the rate for K 1 - l.n, namely, the reeult 

(5) 

was of eovee one of the reasons for propo1ing the AI= ! rule. The small 

amount of AI= 3/Z (or 5/2) fteeded to accommodate the result (S) could then 
. . 1 9 

perhaps be accounted for by electromaJnetic interactions. Several authors • 

have derived the rela.tioaabips between P /P G' B, and tbe decay amplitudes 

a 1, a 3, and a 5 correapon.dtn.g to AI = j;. 3/Z, and 5/1.. Px-ovided oae aseume• 

a 5 to be negligible, and t:akee into account the amallnees of P .JP0, the results 

:reduce to9 
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l 

::) Z <08 0 = j X 0.049 COl 6, (6) 

where 6 ta the phase of a 1 relative to a 1. If time-reversal symmetry holds, 

then~• &z ... 10 • Here· &1 and 60 are the 11'•1f phase ahiite ln the. final etates 

with 1 = Z and I = 0. lutead ot Eq. (1) we then expect 

0.28 ~ B ~ 0.38. (7) 

This prediction still dlaagreee with ilesult (4) by almost three standard 

deviation a. 

At the time of the CERN con!erenc:•, we presented preliminary results, 

based on 450 decay events observed in our hydrogen bubble chamber, for AK. 

and for the A branchla.g ratio a. A. 4 The ~~ = i rule predlc:te the value 

~ Iii! P(~!- p + 1f-)/(all A)= Z./l. 
'.~. 

(8) 

Our preliminary values were in good agreement with the preciidioae (8) and 

(l). We reported no reaults on the K 1 ° -'ITO + 1r
0 mode at that time and thus 

.
1
doutd ftot check the })redic:tions (1) and (Z). 

We have now completed our analysis, and report on a total o£ 1091 events. 

Our data show no coa.tradlctiona with the predictioca of the Al • i rule. Oft the 

contrary they are in. remarkable a.gl"eemeot with them. 

We have observed 227 double events (D = 22.7) in which both the A and 

the K0 decay within the prescribed t!fiducial volumett inside the chamber via 

• 0 + -their charged modes A - p + 1f and K 1 - "' + 1r • There are 594 eveDt& in 

which only the A is observed to decay via its char1ed mode (A = 594), and 

0 
Z70 events itt which oaly the K 

1 
is observed to decay via ita ~brged mod~ 

(K • 270). For each of the 864 single V•s, the production and decay dynamics 

of tbe observed particle checks with the hypothesb of aeaodated production 
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via etther "- + p - A + K0 
(..J\. production) or n·- + p - 1:

0 + K0 
(%

0 

production). 

For a given production. point x, y, z in. the fiducial volume, a known 

0 productiot'l mode (A or E ), a given prGduction polar angle fJ aad azimuth +• 
in the c. m. aystiem.., a given incident .,. ... momentum and direction, and given 

valuea for tile K 1 ° aad A lifetim.ee "'K and 'f' A' we caa calculate th.e 

0 probabiUtiea e (K) aDd '(A) for detecting the cbarged decay of K 1 and A. 

The probability, per associated production, for detectina a double Vis then 

Rx• (K)l\A E (Ah for detectins a alo.gle K ie RK' (K)(l-RA • (A)), ao.d for a single 

A la RAE (A)(l-.llx• (K)). If D, K, and 1\. are the observed doubles, aingle K 1e 

and single A • s, the number of utrue u aaeodated productions, n(true ), ao.d the 

branchiag ratios R.x and a.A are then givea by 

and 

n(true) = (A + D) ~~I< + .0~ 
v 

D 
R.+D 

'(A J 

-- (A.K) 
E (K)fl!<} (9) 

(10) 

(11) 

where e (AK) = E (A)• (K), and where the bars on the E" 1a are D()t needed for the-

angle prod.llction point, single e, etc.' mentioned above. If now we take the 

bars to represeflt an a:vera&in& process over emoothed true distributions in -
production point. angles 0 and +• 1f momentum, aod production type, the 

maximwn~Ukelihood method tells us that Eq. (9), (10), acd (11) still held. 

It is important to use smoothed ''true•• dlatributions rather than "observed'' 

dietrib\ltions in tbe averaaee. We use observed horbontal aad vertical incident· 

pion dietributlona, arul assumed uniformity along the beam direction, to average 



over prodtactioo. position. "1·/e asaume a flat distribution in+ twhich agrees 

with the data), an.d use smoothed c. m. dbtributione in a obtained by a 

maximum-likelihood fit of the data to s and p waves. for each production 

mode and at eacb,._incident pion energy (the data are well fitted). Because 

o! the correlations involved, E'(AK) does not equal i(A)il(K). 

In calculating the 1.1 •s. we require that !or a A or K1 ° to be 11abserva.ble" 

its charged decay must occur beyond 0. 3 em from the production point and must 

also lie within the fiducial volume. The fiducial volume b de!ined by the 

requirement that aU decay tracks be long enough for us to mal<e unambiguous 

particle identUlcation. In th!! small fraction of cases of aingle V'a in which 

the production and decay dynamics of A and K0 overlap, we use ionization 

measurement on the positive decay fragment to diotinguhh protons (A decays) 

+ 0 £rom n (K1 deeaya). 

The calculated avera.ges of the t •s vary b)r only a few per cent over the 

entire incideat-pion momentum range, and vary by only a few percent betw~en 

the·:7 A ao.d z0 production modes. Therefore we quote here only the "grand 

average" over all the ''true 11 distributions, which yields the calculated values 

t(K), i"(A), i"(KA) = 0. 730, 0.652. 0.521. 

In performing the averages we used our lifeti.--ne values TK = 0.94 .to 0.05 X 10-lO 

-10 eec and T A = 2. 72 * O.lox 10 sec. We a.ho calculated tile derivatives with 

respect to lifetime e. with the results ·alnRg = + 0.193 Alo. T A and 

AlnRJ\. = + 0. 149Aln•rK. The contributions of uncertainties in li!etimee to the 

uncertainties in 1\K a.nd R1\ a.re negligible. 

The observed counts, D, A, and K muet be c€1rrectcd for scanning 

inefficiency. Let fl Z and ' 1 be the scannina efficiencies for double V's and 
·:C 

single V1e in the "observable" region. We determined ~ 2 and • 1 by rescanning 
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appl'oxlmately 30% o£ the film. In the rescanned film, and correapoa.diag to 

the "observable" region, there were 34 double v•e found in both a cane, one 

fouacl in the first but not the eecon.d, and none found in the second but oot the 

fil'&t. There wel'e a09 single v•s found in. both ac:aae, oae found in the firat 

but not the second, and 9 found in the second but not the first. We average 

these reeulta to obtain 

ll z Cl 0.995 • o.oos-~:, and Ci 1 = 0.976 11:: 0.008. 

In Eqs. (9). (10). and (11), we then replace D, A. and K by D/E z• A/t. 1• 

a.nd 'f1!./ t 1, and fold in the errors ln E 
1 

an.d ~. 2.. 

ln order to c::heck internal consistency, RK and 1\.A were s~pr..rately 

calculated for each inddent- pion momelltwn, and separately also for the 

A ao4 ,;0 production modes. The values at the varioua momenta, 0.95 and 

1.03 Bev/ c (be tow r-0 threshold). and 1.09, 1.1Z, and l. 23 Bev/ e (above·: 

,;0 threahold) agree well within the errors; and similarly the momentum

averaged l'l-eroduction results agree within one-tbil'd standard deviation with 

the z0 -production results. 11 We therefore presea.t otdy the "gra11d average" 

results, 

'\, 

o(true) = 202.0 :1: 100, 

ItA = 0.6~7 :t: O.O~H, 

~ = o. 339 * o.ozo. 

(lZ) 

(13) 

(14) 

lteault (13) ia in excellent agreement with the ~~ • t prediction of Z/3. and 

. 3 4 
h alao in good agreement witla other determin.ations by groups at Columbia, ' 

Michigan, 4 MIT, 5• 4 and wtth results of the Berlc.eley K"' capture exp4!triment. 4 

Result (14) ie in good agreement wtth the prediction (3) of the "pure" 

AI • l rule, and in poor agreemeat ...,ith the Colum.bia 3 and Michigan 4 values of 

0.4a f!: 0.05 and 0.46 :t 0.10. 
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Vit t t th t.l' 0 0 + 0 d n e urn now o e ...,.1 - w ., '11' mo e. Although our liquid hydrogen 

bubble chamber ie not well suited for the detection of •0 gamma soays, it does 

0 + 4 

easily detect the 11 Dalitz decay" 1f - e + e + y. We have teen oae case in 

whi<::h a K0 undergoee a Deutra.l decay in association with a charged A decay. 

One of the decay '11°•• then emite a DaUbs electron pair. Also, in aplte of 

the chamber's poor deteetioll efficiency: lor y raya, we have seen in tbe entire 
0 . 

experiment two event& in which a K decays lleutrally, in. association with a 

charged A decay, where one of tho 1r 
0- y raye subsequently produces an electron 

pail' in the liquid hydrogen. We calculate the coover1ioa efficien.cy by 

calcula.ting the 1r
0 -y-ray spectrum i()r the entire experiment, using the known 

· K0 momentum distribution, and assuming isotropy in the K0 decay an.d t~ 0 

decay. A!ter ioldina i.'tith the cross aection for pair production from hydrogen 

we obtain an average y-ra.y energy of 130 Mev. and a corresponding conversion 

-Z7 2 croae section 11. 1 X 10 em per hydrogen atom. The average hydrogen 

path length la 6. 7 c&'%1. We thus find a detection efficiency per K1 ° of LOX 10·
2

• 

The DaUtz-pair deteetion. effidency per K1 ° is about 2.5>( 10- 2• Combining 

the one Da.litz pair and two electron conversions, our three events correspond 

I -z o o o to 3 3. SX 10 = 86 s 50 decays. preaumably Kl - 1t + "~> , associated with 

a charaed A decay, and in which the K0 
decay oc::.curs inside the sam~ 

nobeervable 11 volume that we define for detection of the charged decay. The 

number of accidental counts due to chance coincideaces from uoassociated 

el eetron pairs ,.. ..... estimated from the frequency of pairs, and the chance of 

fitting the decay dynamics. The result ie that less thaa. 0.2. accidental count 

ia expected. (No colfrection was made.) During the entbe experiment there 

were Z27 decays K 1 ° - lf -t + 'IT-, associated with charged A decays. Therefore, 

independent of assumptions as to the value of f = K 1 ° I (all 1<0 ), and independent 

0 of the escape eo!'rection E (K), we find for the fraction of Deutral K 1 decays 
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B = 16/ (86 + 2Z7) = O.Z7 s 0.11, (15) 

which is c:oneiatent with Prediction (7), 0.2S ~ B ~ 0. 38. 

We can combine ou.r Results (14) and (15) to obtain 

, t = K1 °/(a.Ut<0) • 0.47 • o.oao, t:a6) 

ill aood agreem~at with the partide-mlxture-theory prediction of t· U we . 

aasume f = 1 we can combine our Reeults (14) and (15) for the charged and 

raeutral mode• to obtaia. the weighted average 

B = 0. 316 s 0.037. (17) 

Thh reeult ia ia poor agreement with the Columbia-Michlgaa R.esult (4), but 

in good agreement with the ~~;: 1 Prediction (7). 12 

We next consider the decay A - n + 1r
0 . Corresponding to this decay 

we have found two DG.Htz pairs and one 'Y con,·ersion. In each caae there was 

au associated charged K 1 ° decay. The three events correspond to 171 J: 100 

dece.ye, presumably A - n + tr0 . By combining these -nith the 2l7 double 

lit= 227/(Z.l7 + 171) = 0.57 ± 0.14, (18) 

which is to be cornpared. to the AI = ~ prediction. o! 2./3. Of course, since 

we have good reason for: believing both that the a.esociated~productiou hypothesis 

h valid and that there are no prominent decay mod.e:s of the i'l other than the 

two considered here, the last relinllt is merely a check, with pool' statistics, 

ot the Result (13) for the fraction of charged l'>. decays. \:~ e can accordingly 

combi.Re lleaults (18) and (13) from the neutral and charged modes to obtain a 

weighted average 

RA = 0.624 :± 0.030. 

Finally, Dalitm 1 and Pah and 1' rei man 13 point out that ii the AI = ! 
rule ill valid, the rate of decay w(K+ - ln) ia eq~l to the rate w(K2 °- 3u). 

U, as eeeme ·likely, the final l'lf epaee states are eymmet:ric, then 
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o ooo I o +-o w(K1 - 1r w 11 ) • (3 l)w(Kz - w • u ), so that AI c 4 predicta 

( 0 +·0 (/) + ) .· 0 +-0 w Kz - w w l'f ) = Z 5 w(K. - 3w • In addition, the decay rate w(K1 - v u w ) 

should be ex:eeedio.gly small compared with the Kz 0 rate. 13 eo that we 

+ - 0 0 may attribute any observed v w • decay to the Kz • 

. 'L- d 0 + ... 0 We lldVe eeen one ecay of the type 1( - w + n + w • The eveat was 

associated with a charged JJ.. decay. .However. we would have easily detected 

thia type of decay i£ it occurred aa a single vee. 14 Correaponding to the total 

number of associated productions, n(true) -= ZOZO. there ahould be 1010 Kz 0•s. 

From the kaown K+ branching ra.tioa 15 and U!etimea 16 one fincts1 

+ 6 -1 l w(K - lv) = 6.0 : 0.36X 10 sec • so that the AI• "f rule predicts 

0 + .. 0 6 ... 
w(Kz - w 1r w ) = Z.4 X 10 sec: . Tbe average proper pot~atial time lor 

K0 •e averaged over the whole experiment ia 3.SX 10"' 10 sec. We therefore 

· o6 · o· 1 0 o 1 o 0 + .. · o expect to find Z.4X 1 X 3. S X 1 · X 1 · • 0.85 :t: 0.10 decays Kz -'If +,.. + v • 

Our sinal• event thus corresponds to 

K o + - ·o, 6 -• w( z - u w n • z.a x 10 see 

and is consistent with the AI = i rule. 17 

In eummary, we find that our 1091 aeaociatecl-prodw:tion and decay 

events are in remarkably good aareement with the predictions of the .6.1 = { rule. 

This makes the total experimental' "ev-id:::tx:e· {or AI = i fairly impressive: 

(a) The decay rt• - ft + 1'f ... OCC:Ul"S, if at aU, much leas frequently thaD 

:e:-- A + 'If... This can be tmderatood if the :S: has J = i and the AI = i rule 

bolda. 

+ 0 
~ ,(b) Th• strong inhibi.tion of 1< - Zv relative to .K 1 - lw follows from the 

AI • i rule, if the K has zero spin and I = i· 
(e) The admixture of AJ = 3/Z required to admit the observed K+- Z• rate ia 

in good agreement with ov K 1° - Z1f branching ratios. 

(d) The A branching ratio agrees with AI • i· 
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lS z. + + .. +I + + 0 (e) The branching ratio • P(K - u + 1i + n ) P(K --a + Zn ) agrees 

with Al = j. 
18 k . 

(f) The results of Cool et at. on I: decay asymmetry a.re moat easily 

explained by (but do not require) Al = ~. 
0 0 + - 0 ) (g) . ur one Kz - w +'II + w agrees (as well as one event can with 

AI= t·17 

We wish to thank Luis W. Alvarez fo:r his interest and support, and 

Don Gow and Hugh Bradner for their assi.stance • 
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